


WHY US

Who We Are 
Transform Your Revolutionary Ideas into
Reality with Prowess, Power, & Precision.
We are an agile, result-driven, and growth-oriented firm with a 
team of IT experts who love to offer real-world solutions to help 
businesses grow. Our strategic solutions in platform design, 
development, content creation, and branding are aimed to 
consistently drive desired outcomes.

OUR COMPANY VALUES

WHERE WE ARE

Newark, Delaware

Miami, Florida

Hungary

India, Bangalore

Integrity Unity
Transparency ReliabilityAuthenticity | |
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Know Us Better
We Design, We Develop, We Deploy!

At AppManufact, we have a team of skilled software developers, 
designers, content developers, and marketers to provide 
spectacular digital solutions to our clients. We focus on delivering 
powerful applications and splendid services with quantifiable ROI 
that is built around clients’ strategic vision and goals.  

Our team of adept professionals continuously fulfills our clients’ 
demands by constantly conquering new domains of expertise, 
boosting the quality of our services and products. We believe in 
building long-term relationships with our business partners by 
easily adapting to their requirements.  

 
Our top-notch, full-stack engineering capabilities allow us to 
deliver unparalleled digital experiences to our partners. Deep 
expertise and years of experience in custom software 
development and core modern software concepts help us build 
agile solutions to meet every need of clients and their customers.
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WHY US
Implementation 

To transform all the requirements 
into the product, our proficient 
software engineers move fast yet 
wisely with the intent to harness the 
full potential of modern-day 
technology. We develop a custom 
software solution that best suits 
clients’ business requirements.  

AppManufact is a custom software development company that 
embraces flexibility, transparency, and authenticity. We follow the 
finest software development process devised to deliver splendid 
digital solutions. 

Maintenance & Support  

We make sure that your software works error-free, appropriately, 
and lives up to your technical and business expectations. 

Discovery  

Every project begins with business 
and tech scrutiny of the idea. 
Together we discuss your 
requirements to create a roadmap 
for the complete project. It helps us 
to deliver the best outcomes that 
ensure long-term success.  

Design  

We design the products with a 
vision to meet the client’s 
business goals. Our skilled 
design and development team 
build custom software solution 
using the best technologies to 
meet clients’ requirements.

QA 

Quality analysis is an integral 
part of AppManufact’s custom 
software designing and 
development process. The QA 
phase helps us to fuse together 
the best methodologies and 
practices to ensure the delivery 
of a top-notch software 
solution. 

How We Work
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Whether you want to upgrade your existing digital product or 
build a new solution from scratch, AppManufact is the one-stop 
solution for you. Our splendid product development process and 
tech experts help bring your vision into reality.  

What We Do

Services

WEBSITE AUDIT
LICENSING WMS SOFTWARE

DESIGN
Brand Identity and Graphic Designing

UI/UX Designing

3D

MARKETING

SEO

Digital Marketing

DEVELOPMENT
iOS/Android App Development

Custom Website Development

Blockchain

NFT

AI BOT Development

API/EDI Integrations



IOS/Android
Development

DEVELOPMENT

Being a renowned iOS/Android app development service provider, it is 
our aim to deliver cutting-edge custom mobile solutions.

We bring our specialization and experience to the table to create a 
mobile app that efficiently, quickly, and accurately meets the demands 
as well as expectations of your clients.



Website
Development

At AppManufact, we design and develop websites that help our clients 
innovate, transform, and grow. With our team of dedicated offshore 
creative designers, developers, testers, managers, and engineers, we can 
fulfill your project needs on creative benchmarks. 

We have expertise in developing user-friendly and result-driven 
ecommerce websites to help our clients grow their businesses.  



Development
Blockchain

At AppManufact, we help businesses to become blockchain-powered 
enterprises. Our aim is to widen blockchain technology to a gamut of 
industries and be a part of the constantly evolving blockchain 
revolution.

Leverage our splendid blockchain engineering team to get 
best-in-class blockchain solutions and start innovating today.

Graphic
Designing
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Custom Website
Development 

AI, Bot
Development



Development
NFT 

The craze and trend of NFT are growing rapidly and are far from 
being over. At AppManufact, we have professionals with 

experience and expertise in the latest blockchain
technologies to provide the best NFT solutions.

Partner with AppManufact, and work on numerous 
possibilities offered by NFTs to design and develop unique 

products. 



We work with the latest technologies to craft top-notch
solutions while coping with the emerging trends to help

you attain real business benefits.  

We offer end-to-end AI development and consulting
services, ranging from collecting data to rolling out

the AI system to thousands of users.

AI

AI, Bot
Development



DESIGN

AppManufact is one of the leading graphic design service providers. 
Our skilled and creative designers offer attention-grabbing visuals for 

logos, product brochures, e-books, banners, business cards, flyers, and 
many more.  We create unique designs to bring novice brands to life.

Whether you are looking for an astonishing logo or spectacular flyers, 
the talented graphic designers at AppManufact can make it happen. We 
create unique designs brand strategies based on captivating ideas and 

insights beneficial for your business. 

Brand Identity
& Graphic
Designing



UI/UX
Designing

HELLO,
WILL SMITH

Today Month Year

Dashboard

LOREM IPSUM DOLOR SIT AMET

In the modern-day digital era, every business needs to
introduce a delightful, relevant, and impactful user
experience. Our experts craft top-notch, interactive
experiences to bridge the goals of a business and

its users’ needs.   

Whether it is a mobile application, website, social media campaign,
or just a banner, our designs offer a user-friendly and unique digital 

experience. We specialize in creating smooth UI/UX designs by 
incorporating effective collaboration to strive

for better results.

UI/UX



Whether you are an interior designer, video game developer, building 
contractor, or digital product manufacturer, AppManufact is your 
one-stop solution for enthralling animation designs. From concept to 
production, AppManufact will help you unlock the maximum potential 
of your idea using the most advanced 3D designing technology.

Our animations reflect top-notch production quality with a perfect blend 
of art, animation, and sound to spread your vision and message with 
elegance and wit.  

Animation
Designing



The creativity and experience 3D modeling introduces to a game have
no limits. At AppManufact, we have highly-skilled professionals with 
expertise in creating revolutionary 3D gaming models designed to 
breathe life in your games.

Our modelers break the boundaries to create a life-like gaming experience 
for the gamers. 

Gaming
Models

Scan the QR code to
check out mesmerizing
3D work by our experts. 



We have highly trained professionals with expertise in
developing quality architectural models, illustrations, and
animations for architects, interior designers, and advertising agencies.  

Architectural
Models

Scan the QR code to
check out mesmerizing
3D work by our experts. 

Architectural 3D modeling is one of the core services. We specialize in
delivering 3D architectural models of photorealistic quality characterized
by visual effects to build a captivating design showing the architectural
assets to their best advantage. 



MARKETING

At AppManufact, we offer splendid digital marketing solutions to help 
you meet your business goals. We have a team of experts skilled in 
crafting effective digital marketing strategies aimed to attract as well 
as delight customers. 

We help you to create strong brand equity, ensuring a better recall.
We strive to create custom strategies to make you stand out in
the competition and build strong brand recognition.

Digital
Marketing



SEO

Partner with Appmanufact and shine in the overcrowded web 
world. We strive to enable your brand to reach a wider audience 

with top-notch, highly optimized SEO-driven content.

We have professionals with skills in keywords research, 
creating SEO-optimised content, and generating

industry-focused links to take your website to the top of 
search engine results.



Our process includes analyzing your website goals, site
architecture, SEO overview, and providing recommendations to 

make your website better. We have skilled software testers to help 
you uncover the potential capabilities of your website.

We offer the best website audit services to offer you
a full review of your website’s effectiveness.

WEBSITE AUDIT

WEBSITE 
AUDIT PRICE$2,499



AppManufact’s Smart Warehouse Management Systems provides 
cutting-edge configurable supply chain processes to help companies 
manage their businesses in a hassle-free manner.

Our software allows managing operational costs while
providing the best customer services. Our software licensing offers full 
integration to purchasing, logistics, sales, and other 3rd party systems.

WMS SOFTWARE
LICENCING



Why Us?
Your Technology Partner for

Cutting-Edge Software Solutions.

At AppManufact, we believe in an open mind, hard work, and
continuous learning.

We are committed to delivering personalized, innovative, and
cutting-edge solutions.  

As an organization, collectively, integrity is our most valuable asset.
We infuse every action with honesty and fairness.

We strive to maintain the highest standards of work in accordance with
the latest industry standards.  

Synergizing divergent skills, individual talents, and diverse experiences
help us drive incredible achievements.  

deadline 18
october

brainstorm

Client notes:color
palette:

concept &composition



Successful Projects

Nowadays, one of the most important aspects of fulfillment 
businesses is to have a technically-advanced solution that allows 
adequate and hassle-free warehouse management. Our client 
wanted the software to help their customers in better 
management of order fulfilling, inventory, and shipping.  
 
The solution provided by AppManufact is 5-in-1 cloud-based 
software that allows keeping orders, inventory, and shipping in one 
palace. It allows multi-channel integration, seamless inventory 
management, warehouse management, shipping management, 
and order management.  

Fulfillment Hub USA 



Successful Projects

AppManufact designed and developed an NFT music player allowing 
users and artists to upload and trade music assets using 
cryptocurrencies. We provided a completely autonomous platform for 
music with the least involvement of third parties. The NFT music 
player is a perfectly developed music app allowing users to discover, 
upload, buy, sell, and trade music assets on their encoded networks 
using digital currencies. 

NFT is one of the best trends in the market, which is growing at a 
rapid pace and shows no sign of slowing down. In order to offer 
unique NFTs, our client required a block-chain-based encrypted music 
platform.

NFT Music Player 



Successful Projects

Pandemic has increased the importance of online fitness classes as 
more and more people opt for a healthy lifestyle to stay fit and boost 
immunity. Our client wanted a mobile app for users seeking 
personalized gym training and fitness services.  

AppManufact crafted a personalized fitness training app that allows 
users to connect with different fitness trainers near them. We 
provided an on-demand app with effective encryption to keep users’ 
data safe and secure.  

No Error Fitness



Successful Projects

With increasing digitalization, architectural presentations in the 
construction industry have moved from draft tables to desktops and 
tablets. Our client is a leader in temporary tent structures and 
temporary as well as permanent modular buildings. They needed a 
realistic model product library, including 3D models and visual aids for 
building ideas to boost the sales process.  

AppManufact created a product library for the client that include 
high-quality, realistic 3D CAD and 3D Maya models with perfect 
real-time visualization feature. Our experts designed and developed 
3D models with photorealistic quality characterized by visual effects 
to build a captivating atmosphere showing architectural assets to 
their best advantage.

Architectural Modeling



Price

DESIGN

UI/UX Designer $24/hour

Service Price

3D Designer    $24/hour

Service Price

TEST & MANAGER

Manual Tester   

Automation
Tester         

Project Manager            

$19/hour 

$29/hour
 

$49/hour

Service Price
MARKETING

Content Writer

SEO Executive

Digital Marketing

$24/hour 

$14/hour 

$29/hour

Service Price

WordPress          

Frontend            

PHP/Laravel       

Node.js  

Java      

Python Developer           

Python + Blockchain

C

C++ 

.NET

$14/hour 

$29/hour 

$29/hour 

$39/hour 

$49/hour 

$59/hour 

$74/hour

$39/hour

$39/hour 

$39/hour 

Angular.js     

React.js 

React Native      

Flutter   

Swift      

Android 

EDI Integration

Xamarin 

AWS Engineers

C# 

$39/hour 

$29/hour 

$44/hour 

$59/hour 

$59/hour 

$44/hour 

$49/hour 

$54/hour

$39/hour

$39/hour 

DEVELOPMENT
Service Price Service Price



Price

OUR PRICES ARE AS LOW AS

We offer the best quality services at an affordable price.

REGULAR
WEBSITE $ 2,990

WEBSITE 
AUDIT $ 2,499

CUSTOM
WEBSITES$ 4,590



for Your Time.
Looking Forward to 

Working with You on 
Your Project.

info@appmanufact.com | www.appmanufact.com
+1 786 327 1572

For more information, feel free to contact us.


